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Attachments: Harrison Concrete.pptx

To whom it may concern,
 
               I am a neighbor to the Harrison Concrete plant on Skunk Hill Road in Georgia, VT.  I have read
Mr. Peter Garceau comments concerning them operating outside business hours.  I would like to say
there are more instances where they are operating business outside of their allowed hours.  I have
taken some photos indicating other dates.  I believe they made sure to mention 9/14 as a violation
as I was the one at the town zoning meeting which brought photos as proof.  Obviously they are not
able to deny that day.  Harrison company cement trucks are constantly operating outside the
business hours.  When they return past 6pm on weekdays or noon on Saturdays they are a
disturbance to the area.  Their trucks are also starting to operate prior to their 6am start.  It is
Harrison Concrete’s job as an employer to schedule there site jobs which will allow their employees
to be able to complete their work within the operational hours.  This would eliminate the need for
trucks leaving the facility before 6am and trucks returning after 6pm.  Again when the trucks leave
or enter the facility outside their designated hours of operation it is a disturbance to our
neighborhood.  It would be interesting to see their employees time punches, which would be a good
indication as to the traffic going in and out of the facility outside operational hours.  Please see the
attached document I had prepared for the town zoning meeting which showed Harrison’s does
operate outside their hours.   
 
Thank you
   Tonya Gagne
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Garage door open on 5/2/2013 at 6:46pm







Truck break lights 5/2/2013 at 6:44 pm









Truck on 189 at 12:16pm 9/14/2013.  









9/14/2013 Maple Fields @13:34pm









9/14/2013 @ 12:36pm Gate open 









9/7/2013 @ 1:26pm gate open.
Business closes at noon and gate is on a timer.  Why would the gate not be programed to closed shortly after operational hours are over?
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